1. What does it mean to ‘do science’?
   ‘Do science’ means to do it.

2. What do scientists do?
   Scientists ask questions, make theories, and try to answer their questions.

3. What are your thoughts/feelings about science?
   I like to do science, but I mostly like to see, feel, hear, and maybe test. Sometimes I write my experiences and share with others.

4. When you think about a scientist, what image comes to your mind?
   I picture a scientist with glasses, a lab coat, he/she is super smart and knows almost everything.

5. Do you think you can do science? Explain your answer.
   I think I can do science because I think I am smart, I wear glasses, and I can ask pretty good questions. I can make theories and I can answer my questions.
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1. What does it mean to ‘do science’?
   It means to find out what you want to know and to be curious.

2. What do scientists do?
   They investigate to find answers to their questions.

3. What are your thoughts/feelings about science?
   I love science because I get to know stuff I didn’t know.

4. When you think about a scientist, what image comes to your mind?
   I think of curious people, educated and nice, smart. I think of Melissa Miller.

5. Do you think you can do science? Explain your answer.
   I think I can because I’m curious and I find out more and more information to answer my questions.
Students rating Water Quality Project for helping you learn 4
1 not helpful! 2 a little bit helpful 3 helpful 4 very helpful 5 Wow!
Comment: “I learned so much about water especially the schools. I didn’t know it had bacteria.”

Students rating Water Quality Project for level of enjoyment 5
1 not fun! 2 a little bit fun 3 fun 4 very fun 5 Wow!
Comment: “I enjoyed it so much. I think I would do it again.”

Students rating Melissa Miller’s visit to our classroom 5
1 not fun! 2 a little bit fun 3 fun 4 very fun 5 Wow!
Comment: “I loved Melissa Miller coming to talk and see what we learned. I was blown away to see that so many things are harming the sea otters and it’s not just them that are being harmed; other animals too!”